Glasgow Luxury
One of Glasgows premier restauranteurs expansive projects to bring the finest
dining to the vibrant Merchant City.

The Brief

To bring an Uncompromised but simply luxurious audio experience to
diners.
Simple to operate, with functional flexibility.
With an architectural neutrality that both complements and masks
modern technology with the rustic, industrial interior.

Solution
Solid High quality 16/4 Rated Audio cable From
SCP
Sonance Mariner 51 5.25” Speakers
Sonance Cinema Series VP10Sub 10” Square
Retrofit Subwoofer
Sonance C6R SST 6” Round in-ceiling frameless
Single Stereo Speaker
NuVo P3500 Professional Grade 3-Zone Player/
Amplifier, 200w
Sonance Sonamp DSP 2-150 Digital Amplifier
Android/iOS Tablet operating facility

Benefits
SCP High End Professional Speaker Cable

This cable consists of high strand count insulated
oxygen free copper conductors in twisted pair
construction (unshielded) with easy strip PVC jacket. Cable includes SCP Cable
Labeling System with sequential foot/meter markings, and room/zone/outlet
designations for easy cable identification.

Sonance Mariner Loudspeakers
Lairds implemented the completely redesigned Mariner line loudspeakers from
Sonance as every aspect of these hardwaring loudspeaker offers best-in-class
performance in a sleek contemporary cabinet.

Nuvo p3500 Professional Grade 3 -zone Audio player

This professional series player powerfully delivers sound to three zones
simultaneously, from a single unit. Offering extraordinary source variety through
access to networked libraries and streaming Internet Radio, the three areas of
the restaurant enjoy an infinite supply of the best music, all in the most stunning
high-fidelity and with an impressive 200 watts per zone, experiencing exquisite,
uncompromsing, mastering-grade audio.
All from a simple, intuitive interface, that the staff can operate confidently in
seconds.

SONANCE CINEMA SERIES VP10SUB-NC 10" SQUARE SUBWOOFER
Lairds installed a single Sonance In-Wall subwoofer, bringing bass performance to
the main restaurant space in a near invisible elegant, modern design.
The VP Series Subwoofers feature an innovative low profile driver with an ultra low
distortion motor and 4” diameter voice coil. The VP10SUB-NC utilizes a 10” woofer.
Dual central mount spiders are used to maximize the movement of the laminated
carbon fibre honeycomb woofer cone.

SONANCE SONAMP DSP2-150 MARK II DIGITAL DSP AMPLIFIER
The Sonance Amp featureing Advanced Room Correction offered precise EQ
configuration designed specifically for Sonance speakers. This allowed Lairds
technicians to setup the amplifier to bring the best audio experience for the
restaurant zones without the need for additional hardware, software, and more
importantly time.

Flexibility and attention to detail is key.
With Short notice, Lairds laboured through the night to make sure the team from
Rusk & Rusk were able to stick to their shedule and open this stunning restaurant
on time and even with time to spare. Working to a precice design and as the resin
floor was being pored behind
us, our team moved forward in
the early hours of the glasgow
morning to ensure the workteam
made their deadlines and the
opening went ahead as sheduled.
Lairds are more than experienced
at managing the unusual and
challenging projects from design
to completion.

